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Abstract. We present algorithms for efficient searching of regular expressions on preprocessed text,
using a Patricia tree as a logical model for the index. We obtain searching algorithms that run in
logarithmic expected time in the size of the text for a wide subclass of regular expressions, and in
sublinear expected time for any regular expression. This is the first such algorithm to be found with
this complexity.
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1. Introduction
Pattern matching and text searching are very important components of many
problems, including text editing, data retrieval and symbol manipulation. The
problem consists in finding occurrences of a given pattern in a long string (the text).
Important variations of pattern matching are given by preprocessing or not
preprocessing the text (building an index) and by the language used to specify the
query. In this paper we are interested in the preprocessing case when the query is
specified by a regular expression. Formally, given the text string t and a regular
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expression q (the query), the problem consists of finding whether t [ S*qS* (q
for short) and obtaining some or all of the following information:
(1) The location where an occurrence (or specifically the first, the longest, etc.)
of q exists. Formally, if t [ S*qS*, find a position m $ 0 such that t [
S m qS*. For example, the first occurrence is defined as the least m that
fulfills this condition.
(2) The number of occurrences of the pattern in the text. Formally, the number
of all possible values of m in the previous category.
(3) All the locations where the pattern occurs (the set of all possible values of
m).
In general, these problems do not have the same complexity. As we are
interested in starting positions for a match, it is enough to find the shortest string
that matches q in a given position. We assume that e is not a member of L(q). If
it is, the answer is trivial; all values for m are possible.
The traditional approach for searching text for matches of a regular expression
is to use the finite automaton that recognizes the language defined by the regular
expression [Thompson 1968] with the text as input. The main problems with this
approach are:
—in general, all the text must be processed, giving an algorithm with running
time linear in the size of the text [Rivest 1977]. For many applications, this is
unacceptable.
—if the automaton is deterministic, both the construction time and number of
states can be exponential in the size of the regular expression [Hopcroft and
Ullman 1979]. This is not a crucial problem in practice, because the size of the
query is typically small and therefore can be treated as if bounded by a
constant.
Although there have been many results for searching strings, sets of strings,
patterns with don’t cares or classes of symbols (see Gonnet and Baeza-Yates
[1991, chapter 7]), no new results for the time complexity of searching for regular
expressions have been published.
In this paper, we present the first algorithms found which achieve sublinear
expected time to search any regular expression in a text and constant or
logarithmic expected time for some restricted regular expressions. The main idea
behind these algorithms is the simulation of the finite automaton of the query
over a digital tree (or Patricia tree) of the text (our index). We run the
automaton on all paths of the digital tree from the root to the leaves, stopping
when possible. The time savings come from the fact that each edge of the tree is
traversed at most once, and that every edge represents pairs of symbols in many
places of the text. We present the exact average case analysis for this simulation,
which is also interesting in its own right.
The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 gives the background necessary
for the rest of the paper. Sections 3 and 4 present algorithms for restricted
classes of regular expressions. Section 5 gives the main result of the paper: an
algorithm to search any regular expression, with its expected time analysis.
Section 6 gives a heuristic to optimize generic pattern matching queries, in
particular when given as regular expressions. A preliminary version of this paper
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was presented in Baeza-Yates and Gonnet [1989a] and these results are part of
Baeza-Yates [1989].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. NOTATION. We use S to denote the alphabet (a set of symbols). A string
over an alphabet S is a finite length sequence of symbols from S. The empty
string (e) is the string with no symbols. If x and y are strings, xy denotes the
concatenation of x and y. If w 5 xyz is a string, then x is a prefix, and z a suffix of
w. The length of a string x (uxu) is the number of symbols in x. Any contiguous
sequence of letters y from a string w is called a substring.
We use the usual definition of regular expressions (RE for short) defined by
the operations of concatenation, union (1) and star or Kleene closure (p)
[Hopcroft and Ullman 1979]. We also use:
—S to denote any symbol from S (when the ambiguity is clearly resolvable by
context).
—r? to denote zero or one occurrence of r (that is, r? 5 e 1 r).
—r #k to denote ki50 r i (finite closure).
We use regular languages as our query domain, and regular languages can be
represented by regular expressions. Our main motivation has been the work done
as part of the New Oxford English Dictionary (OED) project at the University of
Waterloo, where the main problem was the size of the dictionary. In this context,
many interesting queries may be expressed as regular expressions. Some example
queries from the OED are given in Appendix A.
Regular languages are accepted by deterministic (DFA) or nondeterministic
(NFA) finite automata. We use the standard definition of finite automata
[Hopcroft and Ullman 1979]. There is a simple algorithm [Aho et al. 1974] that,
given a regular expression r, constructs a NFA that accepts L(r) in O(uru) time
and space. There are also algorithms to convert a NFA to a NFA without e
transitions (O(uru 2 ) states) and to a DFA (O(2 uru ) states in the worst case)
[Hopcroft and Ullman 1979].
2.2. TEXT DATABASES. Text databases can be classified according to their
update frequency as static or dynamic. Static text does not suffer changes, or its
update frequency is very low. Static databases may have new data added and can
still be considered static. Examples of static text are historical data (no changes)
and dictionaries, which is the case we are interested in.
For this type of database, it is worthwhile to preprocess the text and to build
indices or other data structures to speed up the query time. The preprocessing
time will be amortized during the time the text is searched before the data
changes again. One possible characterization of static databases is that updating
the index can be done at discrete times which are much larger than query
response time (for example, once a day or once a year). This is the case when
searching the Oxford English Dictionary.
On the other hand, dynamic text is text that changes too frequently to justify
preprocessing, for example, in text-editing applications. In this case we must use
search algorithms that scan the text sequentially, or that have efficient algorithms
to update the index.
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Text can be viewed as a very long string of data. Often text has little or no
structure, and in many applications we wish to process the text without concern
for the structure. Gonnet [1983] used the term, unstructured database, to refer to
this type of data. Examples of such collections are: dictionaries, legal cases,
articles on wire services, scientific papers, etc.
Text can instead be structured as a sequence of words. Each word is a string
that does not include any symbol from a special separator set. For example, a
“space” is usually an element of such a set.
2.3. A LOGICAL INDEX FOR TEXT. Let’s assume that the text to be searched is
a single string and padded at its right end with an infinite number of null (or any
special) characters. A suffix or semi-infinite string (sistring) [Knuth 1973; Gonnet
1988] is the sequence of characters starting at any position of the text and
continuing to the right. For example, if the text is
The traditional approach for searching a regular expression . . .
the following are some of the possible sistrings:

The traditional approach for searching · · ·
he traditional approach for searching a · · ·
e traditional approach for searching a · · ·
onal approach for searching a regular · · ·
Two sistrings starting at different positions are always different. To guarantee
that no one semi-infinite string be a prefix of another, it is enough to end the text
with a unique end-of-text symbol that appears nowhere else [Knuth 1973]. Thus,
sistrings can be unambiguously identified by their starting position [Aho et al.
1974, “position trees”]. The result of a lexicographic comparison between two
sistrings is based on the text of the sistrings, not their positions. Now we
introduce our text index, which is a binary digital tree or binary trie [Gonnet and
Baeza-Yates 1991] constructed from the set of sistrings of the text. We use a
particular class of tries. However, we should remark that this is a theoretical
model, because in practice they use too much space. Later we discuss how this
index can be implemented efficiently in practice.
Tries are recursive tree structures that use the digital decomposition of strings
to represent a set of strings and to direct the searching. Tries were invented by de
la Briandais [1959] and the name was suggested by Fredkin [1960], from
information retrieval. If the alphabet is ordered, we have a lexicographically
ordered tree. The root of the trie uses the first character, the children of the root
use the second character, and so on. If the remaining subtrie contains only one
string, that string’s position is stored in an external node.
Figure 1 shows a binary trie (binary alphabet) for the string
“01100100010111 . . .” after inserting the sistrings that start from positions 1
through 8. (In this case, the sistring is represented by its starting position in the
text.)
The height of a trie is the number of nodes in the longest path from the root to
an external node. The length of any path from the root to an external node is
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FIG. 1. Binary trie (external node label indicates position in the text) for the first eight sistrings in
“01100100010111 . . .”.

bounded by the height of the trie. On average, the height of a trie is logarithmic
for any square-integrable probability distribution [Devroye 1982]. For a random
uniform distribution, we have Régnier [1981]:

* ~ n ! 5 2 log2~ n ! 1 o ~ log2~ n !!
for a binary trie containing n strings. The main disadvantage of plain tries is that
the number of internal nodes could be O(n 2 ) in the worst case.
2.4. PRACTICAL ASPECTS. In this section, we briefly discuss how to implement
a binary trie in practice. One possible solution to reduce the number of internal
nodes is to use a Patricia tree. A Patricia tree [Morrison 1968] is a trie with the
additional constraint that single-descendant nodes are eliminated.1 A counter is
kept in each node to indicate which is the next bit to inspect.
For n sistrings, such an index has n external nodes (the n positions of the text)
and n 2 1 internal nodes. Each internal node consists of a pair of pointers plus
some counters. Thus, the space required is O(n). For many applications, it is not
necessary to store all the possible sistrings. For example, it may be sufficient to
store sistrings that start at the beginning of a word. This reduces the space by a
factor proportional to the average word size, which for large databases may be a
significant saving. Also, note that n does not change by the use of a binary
representation of the underlying alphabet (typically ASCII).
It is possible to build the index in O(n*(n)) time, where *(n) denotes the
height of the tree. As for tries, the expected height of a Patricia tree is
logarithmic (and at most the height of the binary trie). The expected height of a
Patricia tree is log2n 1 o(log2n) [Pittel 1986]. We refer the reader to Gonnet
and Baeza-Yates [1991] for updated algorithms on a Patricia tree.

1

This name is an acronym for “Practical Algorithm To Retrieve Information Coded In Alphanumerical”.
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FIG. 2. (a) Prefix searching for “10100”. (b) Complete prefix trie of the words abb, abd, abfa,
abfb, abfaa, and abfab.

A trie built using the sistrings of a string is also called suffix tree [Aho et al.
1974]. Similarly, a Patricia tree is called a compact suffix tree. In a compact suffix
tree, instead of maintaining the next bit to inspect, we have pointers to a piece of
text that represent the collapsed path. The disadvantage of compact suffix trees is
that in general they need more space in each internal node. Although a random
trie (independent strings) is different from a random suffix tree (dependent
strings) in general, both models are equivalent when the symbols are uniformly
distributed [Apostolico and Szpankowski 1992]. Moreover, the complexity should
be the same for both cases, because *suffix tree(n) # * trie(n) [Apostolico and
Szpankowski 1992]. Simulation results suggest that the asymptotic ratio of both
heights converges to 1 [Szpankowski 1993].
For some applications, Patricia trees still need too much space. Tries can be
simulated efficiently by using suffix arrays (also called PAT arrays) [Gonnet
1983; Manber and Myers 1990]. A suffix array just stores the leaves of the trie in
lexicographical order according to the text contents. Following any pointer can
be simulated on O(log n) time by using two binary searches. In this case, we do
not have to use a binary alphabet. So all our results are valid for suffix arrays
with that overhead.
3. Searching a Set of Strings
Efficient searching of all sistrings having a given prefix can be done using a
Patricia tree [Knuth 1973]. To search for a string (a word, a sequence of words,
etc.), we start at the root of the tree following the searched string. Since in the
search we may skip bits, one final comparison with the actual text is needed to
verify the result (this is not necessary in compact suffix trees, as already
mentioned). If the search ends inside the tree, the subtree rooted at the last
inspected node contains the complete answer (see Figure 2(a)). If the search
string extends beyond the limits of the tree, then at most one position in the text
matches. Thus, a search is done in ustringu steps. Similarly, if we build a tree with
reversed text (that is, sistrings to the left), we can have suffix searching.
We extend the prefix searching algorithm to the case of a finite set of strings.
The simplest solution is to use prefix searching for every member of the set.
However, we can improve the search time by recognizing common prefixes in our
query.
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Let the complete prefix trie (CPT) be the trie of the set of strings, such that
—there are no truncated paths, that is, every word corresponds to a complete
path in the trie; and
—if a word w is a prefix of another word x, then only w is stored in the trie. In
other words, the search for w is sufficient to also find the occurrences of x.
Figure 2(b) shows an example.
Note that the CPT is also an automaton that recognizes a set of strings, where
the final states are the ending nodes. Now we present a first algorithm that
simulates an automaton which is a tree on the trie. We extend this concept in the
following sections. Hence, the new searching algorithm is
—Construct the complete prefix trie of the query using a binary alphabet.
—Traverse simultaneously, if possible, the complete prefix trie and the Patricia
tree of sistrings in the text (the “index”). That is, follow at the same time a 0 or
1 edge, if they exist in both the trie and the CPT. All the subtrees in the index
associated with terminal nodes in the complete prefix trie are the answer. As in
prefix searching, because we may skip bits while traversing the index, a final
comparison with the actual text is needed to verify the result.
Let uSu be the sum of the lengths of the set of strings in the query. The
construction of the complete prefix trie requires time O(uSu). Similarly, the
number of nodes of the trie is O(uSu), thus, the searching time is of the same
order.
An extension of this idea leads to the definition of prefixed regular expressions.
4. Prefixed Regular Expressions
A prefixed regular expression (PRE for short) is defined recursively by
—À is a PRE and denotes the empty set.
—e (empty string) is a PRE and denotes the set {e}.
—For each symbol a in S, a is a PRE and denotes the set {a}.
—If p and q are PREs denoting the regular sets P and Q, respectively, r is a
regular expression denoting the regular set R such that e [ R, and x [ S,
then the following expressions are also PREs:
—p 1 q (union) denotes the set P ø Q.
—xp (concatenation with a symbol on the left) denotes the set xP.
—pr (concatenation with an e-regular expression on the right) denotes the set
PR, and
—p* (star) denotes the set P*.
For example ab(bc* 1 d 1 1 f(a 1 b)) is a PRE, while aS*b is not a PRE.
Note that some regular expressions corresponding to finite languages are not
PRE, such as (a 1 b)(c 1 d)(b 1 c).
The main property of a PRE is that there exists a unique finite set of words in
the language, called prewords, such that:
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TABLE I.

MEMBERSHIP TESTING

AND

PREWORDS

OF A

PRE-TYPE QUERY

—for any other string in the language, one of these words is a proper prefix of
that string,
—the prefix property [Hopcroft and Ullman 1979, page 121] holds; that is, no
word in this set is a proper prefix of another word in the set.
In other words, the automaton that recognizes a PRE can be seen as being a
graph having a tree where all the final states lie.
Note that the size of the complete prefix trie of the prewords is linear in the
size of the query. For example, the prewords of ab(bc* 1 d 1 1 f(a 1 b)) are
abb, abd, abfa, and abfb. The complete prefix trie for this set is shown in
Figure 2(b).
We use the notation PRE(r) 5 true if r is a PRE, and prewords(r) to denote
the set of prewords of r. Table I gives descriptive recursive techniques to test if a
query is a PRE and to find the prewords of a query. In both cases, the total time
needed is linear in the size of the query.
To search a PRE query, we use the algorithm to search for a set of strings,
using the prewords of the query. Because the number of nodes of the complete
prefix trie of the prewords is O(uqueryu), the search time is also O(uqueryu).
Formally:
THEOREM 4.1. It is possible to search a PRE query in time O(uqueryu) independently of the size of the answer.
5. General Automaton Searching
In this section, we present the algorithm that can search for arbitrary regular
expressions in time sublinear in n on the average. For this, we simulate a DFA in
a binary trie built from all the sistrings of a text.
The main steps of the algorithm are:
(a) Convert the regular expression passed as a query into a minimized DFA that
may take exponential space/time with respect to the query size but is
independent of the size of the text [Hopcroft and Ullman 1979].
(b) Next, eliminate outgoing transitions from final states (see justification in step
(e)). This may induce further minimization.
(c) Convert character DFAs into binary DFAs using any suitable binary encoding of the input alphabet. Each state will then have at most two outgoing
transitions, one labelled 0 and one labelled 1.
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Simulating the automaton on a binary digital tree.

(d) Simulate the binary DFA on the binary trie from all sistrings of text using the
same binary encoding as in step (b). That is, associate the root of the tree
with the initial state, and, for any internal node associated with state i,
associate its left descendant with state j if i 3 j for a bit 0, and associate its
right descendant with state k if i 3 k for a bit 1 (see Figure 3).
(e) For every node of the index associated with a final state, accept the whole
subtree and halt the search in that subtree. (For this reason, we do not need
outgoing transitions in final states). That is, we stop when we find the
shortest string matching the query starting at a given position.
(f) On reaching an external node, run the remainder of the automaton on the
single string determined by this external node.
To adapt the algorithm to run on a Patricia tree, wherever we skip bits, it is
necessary to read the corresponding text to determine the validity of each
“skipped” transition: the sistring starting at any position in the current subtree
may be used. A depth-first traversal to associate automaton states with trie nodes
ensures O(*(n)) space for the simulation.
With some changes, the same algorithm is suitable for nondeterministic finite
automata. In this event, for each node in the tree we have at most O(uqueryu)
active states during the simulation and e-transitions are handled in a special
manner (for the state expansion the e-closure of the corresponding transition is
used). Hence, we need O(uqueryu*(n)) space for the simulation. A compromise
in complexity is achieved by using a non-deterministic finite automaton with no
e-transitions. In this case, the NFA has only O(uqueryu) states and transitions
[Hopcroft and Ullman 1979]. Hence, the potential exponential size of the DFA is
avoided.
The average case analysis of the above algorithm is not simple. For that
reason, we present it in Appendix B, and we give here an account of the proof by
using an approximate analysis and presenting our main results.
Let H be the incidence matrix of the graph that represents the DFA. Suppose
W (n) be the expected number of
that the trie is perfectly balanced and let N
internal nodes visited by the algorithm. Then, we can express one step of the
simulation with

W ~ n ! 5 HN
W
N

SD
n
2

.
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FIG. 4.

Deterministic finite automaton for (0(1 1 0))*1(1(1 1 0))*0.

W (n) 5 Hlog2n N
W (1). The power of a matrix
Iterating the recurrence, we obtain N
times a vector can be written as a linear combination of its eigenvectors. Let l be
the largest eigenvalue of H. Then, we obtain that N 1 (n) 5 O(n log2l). We are
able to prove that ulu , 2 for any regular expression (because we stop at final
states).
The total running time of the algorithm is proportional to the number of
internal nodes visited plus the time spent searching the text associated to final
states. The number of final states is proportional to N 1 (n), and using the same
idea, we show that the expected searching time on just one string is bounded by
a constant. Although a Patricia tree is not balanced, we are able to show that the
complexity is almost the same as the balanced case. In fact, in Appendix B, we
show that:
THEOREM 5.1. The expected number of comparisons performed by a DFA for a
query q represented by its incidence matrix H while searching the trie of n random
strings is sublinear, and given by

O ~~ log2 n ! t n r ! ,
where r 5 log2 l , 1, l 5 maxi (u l i u), t 5 maxi (m i 2 1, such that u l i u 5 l ), and
the l i s are the eigenvalues of H with multiplicities m i .
In Appendix B, we also give the time complexity for NFAs, the relation with
suffix trees and the application of our analysis techniques to other problems. The
complexity for Patricia trees or suffix arrays is also sub-linear, as in the worst
case, only a constant factor (Patricia tree) or a O(log n) factor (suffix arrays) is
included. Now we give an example of the algorithm execution:
Example 1. Let A be the DFA of the regular expression (0(1 1 0))*1(1(1 1
0))*0 (see Figure 4).
Suppose that we want to search this regular expression in the digital trie of
Figure 1. By simulating the DFA with the trie es input (i.e., using as input all
possible paths of the trie, the algorithm stops at the internal nodes and leaves
marked with a ● in Figure 1. The final answer is all the text positions of the
subtrees and leaves involved. The average case analysis for this example is given
in Appendix B.
As a corollary of the theorem above, it is possible to characterize the
complexity of different types of regular expressions according to the DFA
structure. For example, DFAs having only cycles of length 1, have a largest
eigenvalue equal to 1, but with multiplicity proportional to the number of cycles,
obtaining a complexity of O(polylog(n)).
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Recursive definition of a substring graph.

6. Substring Analysis for Query Planning
In this section, we present a general heuristic, which we call substring analysis, to
plan what algorithms and order of execution should be used for a generic pattern
matching problem, which we apply to regular expressions.
Even when queries are represented by regular expressions, with query planning
sometimes we can do much better than automata searching. For example, if the
query is a S* b (“a” followed by “b”) we have two choices. One is to search for
an a, and then follow every possible path in the index trying to find all possible
b’s. The second is to go to the text after each a, and sequentially search for b. In
both cases, this is useless if there are no b’s at all in the text. The aim of this
section is to find from every query a set of necessary conditions that have to be
satisfied. Hence, for many cases, this heuristic can save processing time later on.
For this we introduce a graph representation of a query.
We define the substring graph of a regular expression r to be an acyclic directed
graph such that each node is labelled by a string. The graph is defined recursively
by the following rules:
—G( e ) is a single node labelled e.
—G( x) for any x [ S is a single node labelled with x.
—G(s 1 t) is the graph built from G(s) and G(t) with an e-labelled node with
edges to the source nodes and an e-labelled node with edges from the sink
nodes, as shown in Figure 5(a).
—G(st) is the graph built from joining the sink node of G(s) with the source
node of G(t) (Figure 5(b)), and relabelling the node with the concatenation of
the sink label and the source label.
—G(r 1 ) are two copies of G(r) with an edge from the sink node of one to the
source node of the other, as shown in Figure 5(c).
—G(r*) is two e-labelled nodes connected by an edge (Figure 5(d)).
Figure 6(a) shows the substring graph for the query (ca 1 s 1 h(a 1
e*)m)(a 1 e). Each path in the graph represents one of the sequence of
substrings that must be found for the pattern to match.
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FIG. 6.

Substring graph of two queries.

It is possible to construct this graph in time O(uqueryu), using the above
recursive definition.
Given a regular expression r, let source(r) be the unique source node of G(r) (no
incoming edges). Similarly, let sink(r) be the unique sink node of G(r) (node without
outgoing edges). All the node labels in a path between source(r) and sink(r) are
substrings of a subset of words in L(r). For example, in Figure 6(a) the strings ca, as and
a are substrings of the subset ca1sa of L(r). Therefore, each label in G(r) is a necessary
condition for a nonempty subset of words in L(r). In other words, any word in the regular
set described by r contains all the labels of some path in G(r) as substrings.
We explain the use of the substring graph through an example. Suppose that
we have the query q 5 (ab 1 ef 1 ij 1 op 1 uv)S*(de 1 hi 1 no 1 tu).
The substring graph G(q) is shown in Figure 6(b).
After building G(q), we search for all node labels in G(q) in our index of
sistrings, determining whether or not that string exists in the text. This step
requires O(uqu) time, because the sum of the label lengths is O(uqu). For
example, the number of occurrences for each label in our example for a text
sample is given beside each node in Figure 6(b).
For all nonexistent labels, we remove:
—the corresponding node,
—adjacent edges, and
—any adjacent nodes (recursively) from which all incoming edges or all outgoing
edges have been deleted.
In the example of Figure 6(b), we remove the node labelled by ij and the
adjacent edges. This reduces the size of the query. Such reduction happens in
practice when we have long labels or erroneous queries (misspellings).
Second, from the number of occurrences for each label we can obtain an upper
bound on the size of the final answer to the query. For adjacent nodes (serial, or
and, nodes) we multiply both numbers, and for parallel nodes (or nodes) we add
the number of occurrences.
At this stage, e-nodes are simplified and treated in a special way:
—consecutive serial e-nodes are replaced by a single e-node (for example, the
lowest nodes in Figure 6(a)),
—chains that are parallel to a single e-node, are deleted (e.g., the leftmost node
labelled with a in Figure 6(a)), and
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—the number of occurrences in the remaining e-nodes is defined as 1 (after the
simplifications, e-nodes are always adjacent to non-e-nodes, since e was
assumed not to be a member of the query).
In our example, the number of occurrences for Figure 6(b) can be bounded by
600. Similar to search strategies in inverted files [Knuth 1973; Batory 1979], this
bound is useful in deciding future searching strategies for the rest of the query.
7. Final Remarks
We have shown that using a trie or Patricia tree, we can search for many types of
string searching queries in logarithmic average time, independently of the size of
the answer. We also show that automaton searching in a trie is sublinear in the
size of the text on average for any regular expression, this being the first
algorithm found to achieve this complexity. Similar ideas have been used since
for approximate string searching by simulating dynamic programming over a
digital tree [Gonnet et al. 1992; Ukkonen 1993], also achieving sublinear time on
average. In particular, Gonnet et al. [1992] have used this algorithm for protein
matching.
In general, however, the worst case of automata searching is linear. For some
regular expressions and a given algorithm it is possible to construct a text such
that the algorithm must be forced to inspect a linear number of characters. The
pathological cases consist of periodic patterns or unusual pieces of text that, in
practice, are rarely found. An implementation of this algorithm using the Oxford
English Dictionary showed that most real queries coming from users as regular
expressions were resolved in about O( =n) node inspections. This is very
efficient for all practical purposes.
Finding an algorithm with logarithmic search time for any RE query is still an
open problem [Galil 1985]. Another open problem is to derive a lower bound for
searching REs in preprocessed text. Besides this, an interesting question is
whether there exist efficient algorithms for the bounded “followed-by” problem
(i.e., s 1 S #k s 2 for fixed k). For solutions to the case s 1 S*s 2 see Baeza-Yates
[1989] and Manber and Baeza-Yates [1991].
Appendix A. Query Examples
All the examples given here arise from the OED, where tags are used to
represent the structure. We use ^tag& and ^/tag& to denote starting and ending
tags.
(1) All citations to an author with prefix Scot followed by at most 80 arbitrary
characters then by works beginning with the prefix Kenilw or Discov:

^ A& Scot S #80 ^ W&~ Kenilw 1 Discov! .
Here, tag A is used for authors, W for work titles.
(2) All first citations accredited to Shakespeare between 1610 –11:

^ EQ&~^ LQ&! ? ^ Q&^ D& 161~ 0 1 1!^ /D&^ A& Shak
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Here EQ is used for all citations (if there is only one could be the last
citation: LQ), Q for each citation, and D for dates.
(3) All references to author W. Scott:

^ A&~~ Sir[ ! ?W! ?[Scott[? ^ /A& ,
where [ denotes a space.
Appendix B. Exact Analysis
We analyze the algorithm for a random trie under the independent model. We
already know that the independent model is equivalent to the dependent model
for the random uniform case as pointed out in Section 2.3.
Let the initial state of the DFA be labelled 1. Let H be the incidence matrix of
the DFA (that is, h ij [ {0, 1, 2} is the number of symbol transitions from state
i to state j) and FW be a constant vector such that F i is 1 for all i.
W (n) be the vector [N1(n), . . . , Ns(n)], where Ni(n) is the
LEMMA B.1. Let N
expected number of internal nodes visited when a DFA using state i as initial state is
simulated on a binary trie of n random strings, and s is the number of states of the
DFA. Then we have

Ot

W ~n! 5
N

n,k

H k FW ,

k$0

where

S D S D

t n,k 5 1 2 1 2

1

n

2k

2

n

12

2k

1

2k

n21

.

PROOF. For a nonfinal state i, the expected number of internal nodes visited
starting from it in a binary trie of n random strings can be expressed as (n . 1)

N i~ n ! 5 1 1

1
2n

O S nk D ~ N ~ k ! 1 N ~ n 2 k !! ,
n

,

j

k50

where d (0, i) 5 j and d (1, i) 5 ,. This is similar to the analysis of the expected
number of nodes of a binary trie [Knuth 1973]. For final states, we have N f (n) 5
1 for n . 1. For undefined states (when d ( x, i) is not defined) we define
N undef (n) 5 0. The initial conditions are N i (0) 5 N i (1) 5 0 for any state i.
Introducing exponential generating functions in the above equation, that is,

N i~ z ! 5

O N ~ n ! n! ,
zn

i

n$0

we obtain

N i ~ z ! 5 exp

S DS S D S DD
z

2

Nj

z

2

1 N,

z

2

1 exp~ z ! 2 1 2 z.

Writing all the equations as a matrix functional equation, we have
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W ~ z ! 5 exp
N
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SD SD
z

2

W
HN

z

2

1 f ~ z ! FW ,

where f( z) 5 e z 2 1 2 z.
This functional equation may be solved formally by iteration [Flajolet and
Puech 1986], obtaining

W ~ z! 5
N

O exp~ z ~ 1 2 1/ 2 !! f S 2z D H FW .
k

k

k

k$0

W (n) 5 n![ z n ]N
W ( z) using the series expansion of
From here, it is easy to obtain N
n
exp( x), where [ x ]P( x) denotes the coefficient in x n of the polynomial P( x),
from which the result follows. e
From the previous lemma, we can obtain the exact number of nodes visited by
the DFA for any fixed n. Note that the ith element of Hk FW represents all possible
paths in the DFA of length k that finish in state i. The next step is to obtain the
asymptotic value of N 1 (n). This is based on the analysis of partial match queries
in k-d-tries of Flajolet and Puech [1986]. In fact, their analysis is similar to a
DFA with a single cycle of length k. We extend that analysis to any DFA.
LEMMA B.2.
visited is

The asymptotic value of the expected number of internal nodes

N 1 ~ n ! 5 g 1 ~ log2 n !~ log2 n ! m 1 21 n log2 u l 1 u 1 O ~~ log2 n ! m 1 22 n log2 u l 1 u 1 log2 n ! ,
where 2 $ u l 1 u $ u l 2 u $ . . . $ u l t u $ 0, l i Þ l j are the eigenvalues of H with
multiplicities m 1 , . . . , m t , s is the order of H (number of states 5 i m i 5 s), and
g 1 ( x) is an oscillating function of x with period 1, constant mean value and small
amplitude. We later show that u l 1 u , 2 strictly.
PROOF.
we have

Decomposing H in its upper normal Jordan form [Gantmacher 1959],

H 5 PJP 21 ,
where J is a block diagonal matrix of the form

J5

3

J1

0

P

P

0

J2

0

P

P

P

P

P

P

P

0

Jt

4

,

4

,

J i is a m i 3 m i square matrix of the form

Ji 5

3

li

1

0

P

0

li

1

0

P

P

P

1

P

P

0

li
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and P has as columns the respective eigenvectors. Then

H k 5 PJ k P 21 ,
where Jk is the block diagonal matrix [ J ki ], and each J ki is of the form
[Gantmacher 1959]:

J ki 5

3

l ki

k l k21
i

0

l ki

0

0

P

P

P

P

k~k 2 1!
2

l k22
i

k l k21
i

l ki
P
P

Therefore

W ~n! 5
N

Ot

n,k

H k FW 5 P

k$0

i
~ m ik21 ! l k112m
i

P

i
~ m ik22 ! l k122m
i

P

i
~ m ik23 ! l k132m
.
i

P

P

0

l ki

SO D

t n,k J k P 21 FW .

k$0

Let

Sj 5

4

P

Ot

SD
k

n,k

k$0

j

l k2j .

The convergence of S j is guaranteed by the fact that, for fixed n and large k we
have

S D

t n,k < 1 2 exp 2

n

2k

2

n
2k

S

exp 2

~n 2 1!
2k

D SD
5O

n2
4k

.

The asymptotic value of S 0 ( l . 1) has already been obtained by Flajolet and
Puech [1986] as

S 0 5 g ~ log2n ! n log2l 1 O ~ 1 ! ,
where g ( x) is a periodic function of x with period 1, mean value depending only
on l, and with a small amplitude. For details about the exact computation of the
function g using Mellin transform techniques, we refer the reader to Flajolet and
Puech [1986].
The asymptotic value of S j ( l . 1) is obtained in a similar way by using Mellin
transform techniques, obtaining

Sj 5

g ~ log2 n !
j!

S D
log2 n

l

j

n log2l 1 O ~ S j21 ! .

If l 5 1, then S j 5 O((log2n) j11 ). Then, for l i we have that the dominant term
is
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g i ~ log 2n !~ log2n ! m i 21 n log2 l i ,
where we include the constant

1
i 21
~mi 2 1!!lm
i

as part of the function g i . The highest order term of N 1 (n) is given by l1. In the
case that there is more than one eigenvalue with the same modulus, l1 is the one
with largest multiplicity. e
Example 1 ( Analysis). Let A be the DFA of the regular expression (0(1 1
0))*1(1(1 1 0))*0 (see Figure 4). The incidence matrix for A (state 1 is the initial
state, and state 5 is the final state) is

3

4

0

1

1

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

H5 0

0

0

1

1 .

0

0

2

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

The eigenvalues are =2 and 2=2, each with multiplicity 2, and 0. The Jordan
normal form for H is:

J5

3

Î2

4

1

0

0

0

Î2

0

0

0

0

0

Î

0

2 2

1

0 ,

0

0

0

2 2

0

0

0

0

0

0

Î

and P is the matrix where column i is an eigenvector associated to the eigenvalue
in Jii . Namely

P5

3

Î2/ 2

1/ 2

2 2/ 2

Î

1/ 2

0

1

0

1

0

0

0

2 2

0

0

Î2

Î

0

2

0

2

1

0

0

0

0

21

4

.

W (n) 5 PJk P21 FW we obtain
Computing N

N 1 ~ n ! 5 ~~ 1 1

Î2 ! g ~ log n ! 1 ~ 1 2 Î2 ! g ~ log n !!
1

2

2

2

În log n
2

8

Î

1 O~ n!,
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where g 1 ( x) and g 2 ( x) are two oscillating functions with period x, average value
1, and small amplitude.
Example 2.

For the regular expression (0(0 1 1)0)*1, the eigenvalues are

2 1/3 , 2

1
2

~ 2 1/3 2 3 1/ 2 2 1/3 i ! , 2

1
2

~ 2 1/3 1 3 1/ 2 2 1/3 i ! , and 0,

and the first three have the same modulus. The solution in this case is N 1 (n) 5
O(n 1/3 ).
Using the fact that the DFA is connected, and that final states do not have
outgoing transitions, the next lemma gives some characteristics of the eigenvalues of H.
LEMMA B.3.

1 # maxk(ulku) , 2.

PROOF. Decompose the DFA (a directed graph) into its strongly connected
components, C i , (cycles), and all other states, R. For each state in R, we have an
eigenvalue with value 0. To each strongly connected component, C i , we have an
irreducible nonnegative matrix, H i , as incidence matrix. In each one of these
matrices, there is a real eigenvalue r of maximal modulus with a positive
associated eigenvector (Perron–Frobenius Theorem [Gantmacher 1959]). Moreover, if there are m eigenvalues of modulus r, all of them are distinct and are the
roots of the equation

l m 2 r m 5 0.
In other words, l k 5 re i(2 p k/m) for k 5 0, . . . , m 2 1.
Because the whole automaton (graph) is weakly connected, for each H i there is
at least a row in which some h ij 5 1 (i Þ j) and h ik 5 0 for all k Þ j. In other
words, there is a transition to a state not in C i .
The maximal eigenvalue of a n 3 n nonnegative irreducible matrix A is
bounded by

l max #

p ~ 1 2 e ! r p 1 n er
p~1 2 e! 1 ne

,

due to a result of Ostrowski and Schneider [1960], where

e5

S

k
R 2 Min

D

n21

,

Min 5 mini ( A ii ), k 5 miniÞj ( A ij uA ij . 0), R 5 maxi r i , r i 5
A jk , and p is the smallest integer i, such that

O ~r 2 r
i

j

j51

O

i
j51

r j, r j 5

n

i11

!$e

~ r i11 2 r j ! .

j5i12

For each H i , let d i $ 1 be the number of states with only one transition, and
s i $ 2 the total number of states (s i . d i ). Therefore, in our case Min 5 0, k 5

k
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1, R 5 2, e 5 1/ 2 s i 21 and p 5 n 2 d i . Replacing these values in the bound,
and taking the maximum over all possible values of i, we have that

max ~u l k u! # 2 2 min
k

i

S

di

~ s i 2 d i! 2 si 2 1 1 d i

D

, 2.

A similar result gives the lower bound maxk (u l k u) $ 1 [Ostrowski and Schneider
1960]. e
The previous lemma shows that the average time is strictly sublinear and gives
an upper bound for the largest eigenvalue (this bound is not tight; for example,
in Example 1 we obtain an upper bound of 5/3). Nevertheless, we can construct
DFA’s that visit O(n 12 d ) nodes, for arbitrarily small d. For example, for
1(S m )*1, we have d 5 1/m, although queries of this type are not common in
practice.
LEMMA B.4.
O(N1(n)).

The expected number of external nodes visited by the DFA is

PROOF. Starting from a nonfinal state i, the expected number of external
nodes of a binary trie visited can be expressed as

N i~ n ! 5

1
2

n

O S nk D ~ N ~ k ! 1 N ~ n 2 k !!
n

j

,

~n . 1!,

k50

where d (0, i) 5 j and d (1, i) 5 , [Knuth 1973]. For final states, we have N f (n)
5 1 for n . 1. For undefined states (when d ( x, i) is not defined), we define
N undef (n) 5 0. The initial conditions are N i (1) 5 1 for any state i. The solution
for this case is of the same order of the solution of the recurrence in Lemma B.2.
e
The total time spent by the DFA is proportional to the number of nodes
visited (internal and external) plus the number of comparisons performed to
check the remainder of the single string corresponding to each external node.
Thus, now we find the expected number of comparisons performed by the DFA
when an external node is reached. As before, the DFA does not have outgoing
transitions from final states.
LEMMA B.5. The expected number of comparisons, C(n), performed by a DFA
while searching a random string of length , is bounded by a constant that is
independent of ,.
PROOF. The average number of comparisons in a random string of length ,
starting in a non-final state i, can be expressed as

C i~ , ! 5 1 1

1
2

~ C j ~ , 2 1 ! 1 C k ~ , 2 1 !!

~, . 0!,

where d (0, i) 5 j and d (1, i) 5 k [Knuth 1973]. For final states we have C f (,)
5 1 for , . 0. For undefined states (when d ( x, i) is not defined), we define
C undef (,) 5 0. The initial conditions are C i (0) 5 0 for any state i.
In a matrix form, we have
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W ~,! 5
C

1

W ~ , 2 1 ! 1 FW .
HC

2

Solving by iteration, we obtain

O 21 H FW .

,21

W ~,! 5
C

j

j

j50

Using the same decomposition of Lemma B.2 for H, we have

W ~,! 5 P
C

SO D
,21

1

j50

2j

J j P 21 FW .

Therefore, we have summations of the form

Sj 5

O S jD
k

k$0

l k2j
2k

.

This geometric sum converges to a constant since ulu , 2 (Lemma B.3). For l1,
we have that the constant is proportional to

S D
2

2 2 l1

m1

,

where m 1 is the multiplicity of l1. Moreover, because the norm of H is less than
2 (the maximum eigenvalue) [Gantmacher 1959], we have

S

W ~,! # I 2
C

1
2

H

D

21

FW .

e

In Example 1, it is possible to bound C i (n) by 8 for all i. In the worst case, the
number of comparisons could be exponential in the size of the query.
From the previous lemmas, we obtain our main result:
THEOREM B.6. The expected number of comparisons performed by a minimal
DFA for a query q represented by its incidence matrix H while searching the trie of n
random strings is sublinear, and given by

O ~~ log2 n ! t n r ! ,
where r 5 log2 l , 1, l 5 maxi (u l i u), t 5 maxi (m i 2 1, such that u l i u 5 l ), and
the l i s are the eigenvalues of H with multiplicities m i .
PROOF. The number of comparisons is proportional to the number of internal
nodes plus the number of external nodes visited. In each external node, a
constant number of comparisons is performed on average. e
For NFAs, the same result holds multiplied by the length of the query because
we have at most O(uqueryu) states per active node. However, in this case the
incidence matrix is computed using the e-closure of each state. Similarly, the
complexity for Patricia trees is the same, as the number of internal nodes is
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strictly less (and a subset of the equivalent trie) and checking against the text is
equivalent at most to the internal nodes that are skipped.
Because the independent and dependent models are equivalent for random
binary tries and random binary suffix trees [Apostolico and Szpankowski 1992],
the complexity for a random suffix tree is the same. In practice we use a compact
suffix tree. The asymptotic complexity of the algorithm in a compact suffix tree is
also the same, because
—the asymptotic complexity of the algorithm in a complete balanced trie with
the same number of sistrings is of the same order.
—for every suffix tree, the equivalent compact suffix tree has at most the same
number of nodes.
The analysis technique used merges matrix theory with generating functions.
By using matrix algebra, it is possible to simplify the analysis of a set of
recurrence equations. For example, consider the following problem:

f 1~ n ! 5 f 1

SD SD
SD SD

f 2~ n ! 5 a f 2

n

1 f2

2

n

1 f1

2

n

1 c 1,

2

n

1 c 2,

2

f 1 ~ 1 ! 5 0,
f 2 ~ 1 ! 5 0,

for n a power of 2. Suppose that a 5 0, then we can reduce the problem to

f 1~ n ! 5 f 1

SD SD
n
2

1 f1

n
4

1 c 1 1 c 2,

f 1 ~ 2 ! 5 f 1 ~ 1 ! 5 0.

Even this particular case appears to be difficult to solve. However, writing the
problem as a matrix recurrence, we obtain

Wf ~ n ! 5 HfW

SD
n
2

1 cW ,

and this recurrence can be solved by simple iteration

Wf ~ n ! 5

O

log2n 2 1

H k cW .

k50

Decomposing H in its Jordan normal form, we obtain the exact solution for Wf (n).
In fact, we hide all the dependencies inside the matrix until the last step, where
known summations that depend on the eigenvalues of H have to be solved. We
have already applied this technique to other problems, like the solution to a
fringe analysis type recurrence [Baeza-Yates and Gonnet 1989b; Baeza-Yates
1995].
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